
We were back in Monrovia for a few months before the boxes began to arrive,
the final one six weeks after the first. I put in a request to rent an embassy truck and
asked one of the deaf adults who knew the orphans to spread the word that we
would be delivering clothes to the church the following Saturday. In a country lack-
ing basic electricity and phone service, this was the surest means of communication.

That Saturday, we loaded the truck and drove an hour on dirt roads to the
church. The minister and hundreds of children were waiting outside and greeted
us warmly. They helped us unload the truck. As we were bringing the cartons into
the church, one fell and broke open, and 50 or so pieces of clothing spilled out—
jeans, blouses, and T-shirts. The children stood in astonishment—it was as if they
were viewing the crown jewels. And in that moment it hit me with full force—
regardless of any particular tribulation, my life is opulent when compared with
that of many, if not most, of my fellow inhabitants of the globe. 

From that day on, we have never thrown away any clothes that could be do-
nated. One action, one person, can make a difference. The greatest gift is when
you are, every once in a while, in a position to be that person. 

Michael Bricker served in Monrovia from 1993 to 1996. He joined the Foreign Service
as an information management officer in 1990. Aside from Monrovia, he has served
in Seoul (twice), Warsaw, London, the U.S. Mission to the United Nations in New
York City and, most recently, Vienna.

MADONNA  IN  KUNDUZ

AFGHANISTAN, 2008
By Matthew Asada

“Who’s Madonna?” asked Wadood, an Afghan journalist friend, as we discussed
music. Halfway around the globe from Rochester Hills, Michigan, I contemplated
whether, and how, I should introduce one of my favorite hometown artists. Should
the performer who had provoked the Catholic Church be introduced to this young
Muslim man? Could one fully comprehend the hypersexualized American icon in
a society where the sexes are segregated and women are covered? I could count on
two hands the number of Afghan adult women I had seen without a burqa covering
all but a bit of their eyes. 

As the State Department representative on the German-led Provincial
Reconstruction Team in Kunduz, I’d been living in a very male world for months.
My job was to report on political and economic developments in Northeast
Afghanistan, advance reconstruction priorities, and represent American foreign pol-
icy as well as culture. I was the only American diplomat in Northeast Afghanistan. 

When I landed on the pockmarked airstrip the Soviets had paved before their
1989 departure, I was greeted warmly: “Hi. Abdul Mateen here.” A young, bearded
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Afghan man in jeans and a but-
ton-down shirt shook my hand
firmly as I stepped down from
the plane. Good-humored and
armed with an easy smile, Abdul
would prove indispensable as my
political assistant, interpreter,
driver, and jack-of-all-trades over
the next year.

I traveled extensively through-
 out Northeast Afghanistan with
a freedom of movement that
few other diplomatic personnel
in the country enjoyed at the time. By car, plane, helicopter, horse, and foot, Abdul
and I toured the desert plains, lush river valleys, and snow-capped mountains—
from the American-built Afghan-Tajik bridge to the Soviet-built Salang Pass, and
from the historic Greek ruins in Ay Qanoom to the Sufi poet Rumi’s birthplace
in Balkh. 

As I constantly urged him to speed up so we wouldn’t be late for an appoint-
ment, Abdul would instruct me on the flexible Afghan concept of time. As we
passed the remains of destroyed concrete electricity poles and depressions in the
newly laid asphalt, he recounted the story of the most recent improvised explosive
device attack by the insurgents. During these long journeys I heard about the priv-
ileged position of educators under the communist regime, the anarchy and cor-
ruption of the civil war, and Abdul’s hopes and dreams for his new wife and child
under the Karzai government.

Together, we drank hundreds of cups of tea to get the story. Students shared
their anxieties about university admissions. Traders bemoaned the lack of elec-
tricity and the shortage of rice in the marketplace. Government officials inquired
about possible donor funding schemes for their latest project. Mullahs decried the
negative influence of Indian soap operas on Afghan society. 

This was the expeditionary diplomacy of which young diplomats dream: out-
side the embassy, among the people. I donned the local dress—a long pajama shirt
with baggy drawstring pants—sported a tightly trimmed beard, and practiced my
rudimentary Dari-language skills with everyone I met. I roamed the city bazaars,
occasionally stopping for a glass of freshly squeezed pomegranate juice or hand-
churned ice cream available only in rose-water flavor.

One evening in Kunduz, while my not-so-pious Afghan hosts shared a forbid-
den bottle of vodka (alcohol is prohibited in the country and the overwhelming
majority of Afghans do observe this), we discussed the Afghan and Tajik govern-
ments’ plans to open for traffic the long-awaited $49 million bridge between the
two countries—built and funded by the United States. The next morning, Abdul
and I raced to the bridge to join in the inauguration of what could become the
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Matthew Asada at the Salang Pass that connects
North Afghanistan with Kabul province.



backbone of a new Central Asian Silk Road. Our Afghan hosts slaughtered two
goats and let the blood spill onto the new bridge. The Tajiks joined us on the
Afghan side for a magnificent feast of lamb and rice—flavored with raisins, car-
rots, and pistachios—and ice-cold Pepsi imported from Pakistan.

As the closest U.S. official to the new bridge, I worked with Afghan and Tajik
officials to maximize its usefulness—expanding open hours, encouraging pedes-
trian traffic, and facilitating working-level talks on the border crossing. Before the
bridge, 30 trucks a day had been ferried across the river from Afghanistan to
Tajikistan. Soon after it opened, more than 200 trucks were crossing each day,
and the one-day record stood at 600. 

Entrepreneurs responded to the new bridge and built gas stations, restaurants, and
hotels at the border and in the provincial capital to accommodate the dramatic in-
crease in trade. Amid the ruins of the dilapidated cotton warehouses and the rem-
nants of Soviet military facilities, Afghans were building a new, commercially viable
border crossing point that would be the region’s economic bridge to the future.

The first international agricultural fair in Kunduz in June 2008 was another
highlight of the year, both for the region and for me personally. I had suggested the
idea to colleagues the previous December on a trip to Kabul. The U.S. Agency for
International Development supported the Ministry of Agriculture in organizing
the three-day event, which brought together 150 exhibitors—50 of whom had
crossed the new bridge from Tajikistan to be there, several for the first time. More
than 23,000 people attended the event, which passed without a single security
incident. The fair was the talk of the town and the Afghan intelligence service,
police, army, and fair security proved themselves up to the job.

The people I met in Northeast Afghanistan expressed appreciation for inter-
national assistance, optimism about the future, and curiosity about the United
States. I worked to maximize opportunities for boys and girls to participate in
high school exchange programs and laid the foundation for a cultural center in the
city to encourage this interest in learning more about the United States. 

I found many friends in Kunduz and throughout the region. Before my de-
parture, Wadood gave me two CDs. “Here, these are for you. I thought we could
trade—my favorite Afghan music for your favorite American music.” 

For a moment, I considered giving him my copy of Madonna’s “Immaculate
Collection.” But while music is universal, and Northeast Afghanistan had made
a lot of progress during the past year, I thought better of it. The Material Girl
would have to wait for her unveiling.

Matthew Asada served as the State Department representative on the German-led
Kunduz Provincial Reconstruction Team from 2007 to 2008. He joined the Foreign
Service as a political officer in 2003. His first assignment was to Lahore, Pakistan, as
a management officer. He then went on to Munich, Germany; Kunduz, Afghanistan;
and then Kolkata, India. His most recent assignment was as a special assistant to the
special representative for Afghanistan and Pakistan in Washington, D.C. 
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